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Study
abroad
ranks
high
BY SHARON SCHIFF

senior writer
Although JMU ranked third in
the nation among master's level
institutions for the 626 students
studying abroad in 2002-'03, the
number of students allowed into
the program is escalating only as
the number of students applying
for the upcoming year reaches an
all-time high.
Felix Wang, director of
study abroad said, "We hope to
be No. 1, although our goal is
not just to increase the number
of students, but to provide only
the best service to students here
at JMU."
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...our goal is...to
provide only the best
service to students here
at JMU.
CASEY TEMPLETON/ntfpfovfrqpfar
Freshman wide receiver William Nowell reaches out to a Brownie troop Saturday at the parade honoring JMU'a national championship football team and
Hanisonburf High School's second-place state championship.

-Felix Wang
director, stud)abroad
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SGA
seeks
more
lighting

New plans for Plan B?
Gov 't considers making ECPs over the counter
What do you think about
Associated Press

BY COLLEEN SCHORN

senior writer
During the last week
of the fall semester, lighting and emergency phones
were reviewed on campus
and recommendations were
submitted by SGA to ensure
safety on campus.
Student,
body president Tom
Culligan,
who par- -—>•■—■
ticipated
in the review by walking
around campus with several members of SGA, as
well as Capt. Lee Shifflett
HI I ML' police, said a list of
recommendations was given
Jo JMU administration to
Improve safety on campus.
"We highlighted possible
areas that might need better
lighting or a blue light" Culligan said. He also said they
inspected the shrubbery to
ensure students a clear line
of sight and help them feel
safer. It was important to
make sure bushes weren't
limiting the light or creating
easy hiding places.
• "Vve made our recommendation and now we are waiting for our response," Culligan said. He said JMU police
and administration have been
extremely helpful with this
issue and are considering the
recommendations.
"Students can already see
the results with shrubbery
around campus." Culligan
said. "Greek Row was an area
that we paid special attention
to because of the brush on the
sides. We also made sure the
lighting was efficient."
Shifflett said, "We are in
Ihe final stages of our annual lighting review." This
review also includes any

SGA

*

,
set BLUE, page 4

WASHINGTON —The government
is considering whether to make morning-after birth control available without
a prescription, and like most issues that
involve sex and pregnancy, it has generated heated debate.
Fierce arguments have gone on
inside and outside the Food and Drug
Administration, which may decide as
soon as this week whether drug stores
can sell the emergency contraception
known as Plan B without a prescription
to women age 16 and older.
Each side accuses the other of manipulating science for political purpose.
Plan B supporters say the pill is
a safe way to prevent thousands of
unwanted pregnancies and the abortions that sometimes follow. Making the

contraception available over the counter, they say, is crucial for women who
might need the protection over a weekend or when it is difficult to obtain a
prescription.
Plan B can prevent pregnancy for up
to 72 hours after sex. The sooner the pill
is taken, the more effective it is.
"Women's reproductive rights
shouldn't hinge on someone else's
schedule. We should have this at our
fingertips. It should be next to condoms
in drug stores," said Kelly Mangan. 22.
president of the University of Florida's
chapter of the National Organization for
Women. She was arrested this month in
a protest outside the FDA's headquarters in suburban Maryland.
Opponents worry that the drug
see BCF, page i

A brief history of JMU and ECPs
In April 2003, the Board of Visitors
agreed to stop distributing emergency
contraceptive pills, or Plan B, at the
University Health Center.
More than 2,700 signatures were
collected on a student petition asking the Board to reverse its decision,
thrusting JMU into the national spotlight because of the controversy.
The Board decision came following the introduction of two bills in the
Virginia legislature in 2003, calling for

the cessation of ECP sales at Virginia
universities.
Board members at the time said
ECPs reduced consequences for recreational sex.
In January 2004, the Board reversed
its decision to suspend sales amid strung
student dissent, lead by then-sophomore
and student senator Krtssy Schnebel.
The Health Center currently dispenses the ECP without a prescription
at a cost of $15.

making emergency
eonlrae»'|>liv<' pills
available o\er the count
"The fact that the FDA is
considering over-the-counter use of
the moming-after-pill vindicates the
student governments' position two
years ago."
Tom Culligan, student body president
Tve actually got mixed feelings
on it. I like the fact that it's more
readily available to women, but I
hate that it also gives women an
excuse to be reckless. I don't w
woman to be like, 'Oh, it doesn't
matter what I do tonight, 111 just a
pop a pill in the morning.' "
Leah Ijtnon, senior
"I personally don't heiirt
the morning after pill at all I
• ekminatr. juraot f ;■ • »*>tlity especially in a
<n where It can be readily
available ... making it more available
does offer an easy fallback."
Adam Matrox senior
"I think that's a good thing It's not
abortion, just a higher dosage of the
regular pill, so the more available it
is, the better."
Cratin Whiti

The data is published by
the Institute of International
Education in an annual report
surveying the total number of
students studying abroad for
the 2002-'03 school year. Wang
explained that the amount of
students for 20O3-'O4, as well
as the number of applicants for
the 2004-'05, has increased each
year for the past three years.
"The study abroad program
is very proud of the recognition, especially because we
know the numbers are going
up," Wang said.
Wang added that with so
much happening on an international level, students really
want to travel and engage in
the international experience.
The program also is
expanding, with more options
being added through the
semesters.
Wang said this summer
will be the largest yet with
32 programs, including new
study abroad opportunities in
Montreal, India and Russia.
Mark Usry, a professor in the
College of Business, has been
an active faculty member in
JMU's study abroad program,
visiting Salamanca three times
and Central Europe once.
"There is a study abroad
program for almost any interest
available through JMU," Usry
said.
Senior Hayley Hufstetler
studied abroad in Florence
during the fall 2004 semester.
"People talk about their trip
and what a great experience
they had; it is all about word of
mouth," Hufstetler added.

Arboretum, finance buildings to be built in '06, '07
BY KATIE KBLLOOO

staff writer
JMU soon can expect to see
two more new buildings on
campus.
Construction is set to begin
on a building within the Edith
J. Carrier Arboretum and plans
recently were approved for a
new finance building.
Construction for the new
buildings were made possible by private donations to
the arboretum, said Towana
Moore, assistant vice president

*

of business service. Moore
said the structure will contain
a room for educational rlsssti
and restroom facilities. The
building also will be used for
retreats, wedding receptions
and meetings.
Moore said construction
of the building should have
a minor impact on the surrounding environment, adding that the building will
have an earth roof so that
plants can be planted on the
roof, ensuring the building
blends in with the rest of the

arboretum environment.
The building will be located in the woods section across
from the arboretum pond,
measuring 2,700 square feet.
Construction is set to begin in
February 2006 and should be
completed in July or August
of 2007.
Plans also were approved
for a new Finance Building to
replace the building that was
destroyed last fall.
JMU spokesman Andy
Perrine said between 50 and
60 JMU employees were dis-

placed by the fire and relocated
to the Court Square building
in downtown Hamsonburg.
The new building will be constructed across the street from
Kinko's on South Main Street.
"A new building with technological amenities will allow
them to do their job with greater ease," Perrine said.
Payroll
Transaction
Analyst Kathy Waybright,
who was displaced from the
old financial services building to the temporary location on Court Square, said,

"I think it is great that we
are getting a new building.
We lost a lot in the old one."
Waybright said the location
of the new building will
make it more convenient for
people to come to the payroll office.
"Waybright also expressed
frustration at having to move
locations yet again. "It will
be inconvenient to have to
move again," she said. "I
would like to just stay here
and only have had to move
once."
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"Christmas party
because people
were so creative
and festive."
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Events Calendar

The social work department has organized "Asia/Africa
Tsunami Relief Week" today until Jan. 23. visit the table(s)
in the Integrated Science and Technology/Health and Human
Services building or to make a donation to the Red Cross or
Mennonite Central Committee. Also pick up a list of personal
care Items that you can donate.
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Contact Us
Wednesday, Jan. 19

Tht Breoze is published Monday
and Thursday mornings and
distributed throughout Jamas
Madison University and the local
HamsonOurg community Comments and oompiamts should be
addressed to Alison Fargo, editor

Spend May in London to study an history and/or British adence. There will be an informational session about the 2005
London Institute (May 13 to June 11) at 7 p.m. In the College
Center. Conference room 5. Refreshments will be served.

Main Telephone:
(540) 568-6127

POLICE LOG
BY SHARON SCHIFF/

Editor:
Alison Fargo
(540)568-3694
bnezeedrloiPhotrrmil.com

CORRECTIONS

news intern

Petty Larceny
"Toga parties
because they
are the easiest
to get ready for."

A JMU student reported the theft of an unsecured wallet with a JAC card and $60 from a public restroom in
Chandler Hall on Jan. 12 at 2:45 p.m.

In the Jan. 13 issue of The Breeze, Susan
Wheeler was incorrectly Identified. Wheeler
is the Policy and Legal Affairs Advisor. Doug
Brown is Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs.

A JMU student reported the theft of a JM J Are extinguisher from Willow House on Jan. 12 at 7:06 p.m.

Grand Larceny
sophomore

A JMU student reported the theft of a white Apple iPod
from an unsecured gym bag in UREC on Jan. 12 between
5.30 and 6:10 p.m.

campus
SPOTLIGHT

Underage Poeseasion/Drug and Alcohol
and Weapon Violation

What's your favorite
theme party and why?

Total parking tickets since Aug. 19: 11,294

Wands and I do
w»*offs."

Total drunk in public since Aug. 19: 52

public administration
junior
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News Dealt:
(540) 568-6699
cveezenewsO/iofmart. com

In the Jan. 13 issue of The Breeze, Kent
Zimmerman's name was missing Its T.

Variety Desk:
(540) 568-3151
PreezevartervOriofmeyf.coyn

In the Jan. 13 issue of The Breeze, topics
covered in changes to the Faculty Handbook
were incorrectly apportioned. "Some" of the
changes concered academic freedom; "most"
concerned other matters. Additionally, a procedural change request came from the VPAA,
not the Faculty Handbook Committee.

Two JMU students were charged with underage possession of alcohol, drug violation, alcohol violation and violation of the weapons policy at Ikenberry Hall on Jan. 13 at
10:35 p.m.

..
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Managing Editor:
Kelly Jasper
(540) 568-3694
breezeeditor9hotmail.com

Sports Desk:
(540) 568-6709
breezesporlsChotmMil.com
Opinion/Focus Desk:
(540) 568-3846
breezeopmionOhotmeil. com
breezetocusOhotrrmll.com

The clue for 107 across was omitted In the
Jan. 13 issue of The Breeze. For those still
requiring it: 107A "Electric -" (133 hit)

Photo/Graphics
Office:
(540) 568-6749
breezephotoQhotmell.com
tveezegraprucsOhofma/f.com

MISSION
The Sraan. the itudent-ajn newspaper of Jams* Madison University, serves student and faculty readership by reporting news involving the campus and local community The Breere solves to be impartial
and fair in its reporting and firmly believes in its First Amendment rights
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432-0610
.G AWARD WINNING
NIGHTSPOT!"
Mon -17th BLUES BAS 05
featuring the January Allstars
Tue - Karaoke Oance Party
WEO - DJ Dance Party
Thurs - Jan 20th Carbon Leaf
Sat - 22nd Burning Bridges
Coming Wed Jan 26th The Pub
Welcomes The JMU Football
Team to a open House.
We now oiler live reggae with StableRoots" every Sunday night!
dothepub.com

■ How to place a classified Go
to www.metveaze.orp and dick
on the classified w* or corns
Wo the office weekdays between
8 am and 5 p.m
■ Coet *5 00 lor the first 10
words. S3 lor each additional 10
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column Inch.
■ Deadlines: noon Friday tor
Monday issue, noon Tuesday for
Thursday issue
a Classifieds must be pakl In
advance m Tho Bmvo office
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James Madison University
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WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE!
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WALK TO CAMPUS
APARTMENTS
* 3 BR Furnished Condos on S. Main St. (5 minute walk to JMU)
* 4 BR Furnished Condos on S. Ave. (10 minute walk to JMU)
* 5 BR Furnished Condos on S. Main St. (5 minute walk to JMU)
All units personally managed by owner.

Twenty Five years of experience servicing student rental leases.
For further information, call 4S7- 4057 or 435- 1752, S a.m.- 10 p.m.

HI
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PI Sigma Epsflon offers
info nights, passport event

BY THOMAS SHEERMAN

Associated Press

Pi Sigma Epsilon, the only
national professional, coeducation fraternity in marketing, sales management and
selling, will offer an informative night on Jan. 24 in Taylor
HaU, room 404 at 8:30 p.m.
and Jan. 25 at 8:30 p.m. in Taylor Hall, room 305. The Jan.
24 session is an occupational
Wellness Passport event
Anyone with questions can
contact Steve Lackey at loobrysf.

College financial aid
scams targets students
WASHINGTON,
D.C
(AP) — After a 90-minute
sales pitch from a company
that promised to increase the
financial aid eligibility of her
college-bound kids, Conine
Nocerino signed a $1,950 contract on the spot. She would
soon regret that decision.
Her son's guidance counselor found out and immediately warned Nocerino that
the symposium she attended
in November 2003 at a nearby
hotel sounded like a scam.
Feeling betrayed, Nocerino
demanded her money back.
"They were not completely honest," she said.
The Federal Trade Commission agreed. Now the agency, which had cracked down
on the company once before,
is attempting to shut it down
and return nearly $2 million to
thousands of consumers.
Experts said reputable financial aid consultants genenlly charge one-tenth the amount
of scammers, whose fees often
exceed $1,000, and whose money-back guarantees may not be
as rock solid as they seem.
Students excel with
profs, of same race
RALEIGH, N.C <U-WTRE>
— A recent study by the
NationalCollaborativeDiversity
in the Teaching Force found that
the race oc ethnicity of a professor was directly linked to the
success of a student
The study, released last
November, shows that students of color often perform
better academically, socially
and personally when taught
by professors of their same
ethnic background
There are extensive demographic studies beingconducted by the NCDTF to examine the relationship between
students' academic achievement and teacher diversity.
They have determined that
by increasing the number of
minority teachers and professors in classrooms, it will be
directly linked to closing the
achievement gap.

His name is Ben and he's a campus drunk trying to
stay sober amid a lot of chances to party.
"Hie 19-year-old, sticking with his first name in the
style of Alcoholics Anonymous, knows how to party.
He learned to drink in the fifth grade in Cleveland. By
high school, he was drinking at least three nights a week,
sometimes having 20 drinks of beer, gin and tequila.
"Every time I had time 1 would drink," said Ben, gently petting the mutt that he and his housemates at Case
Western Reserve University have adopted.
Now in college, Ben is trying to stay away from
booze, and Case Western is doing its part by offering
him a spot at a "recovery dorm."
The residence — with sparse landscaping and
bare-bones furniture — looks like a fraternity house,
only cleaner and lacking a beer keg on the back porch.
It's the university's experiment to help students with
drinking and drug abuse problems cope with the
high-pressure environment of university.
While many campuses have housing for nonsmokers
and nondrinkers, student residences for recovering alcoholics and drug addicts are rare. Officials at Rutgers University, which pioneered the idea, know of only a handful
of such recovery dorms, perhaps three or four nationwide.
There are an estimated 1,400 alcohol-related deaths
each year among college students, most involving car accidents. A government study released in 2003 said binge
drinking — defined as having five or more drinks in a sitting — was climbing fastest among 18- to 20-year-olds.
There's evidence that campus recovery programs can
make a difference. Michigan's Grand Valley State University, which in August landed a $127,000 federal grant
to expand programs including AA meetings six days a
week, said its five-year-old program has cut frequent
binge drinking 59 percent. TT»e number of moderate or
non-drinking students was up 19 percent.
Case Western's Recovery House opened in SepHARAZ GHANBARI/A/*
tember on a quiet street between campus and Cleveland's Little Italy neighborhood. No markings indicate its Joe Veil*, a graduate student at Case Western Reserve University, la shown In a Recovery House white
some of Ms roommates catch up on the news In the background, Oct. 28, 2004, In Cleveland.
role, allowing students privacy.

Diversity promoted through scholarships
BY KATIE CHIROOTIS

staff writer

JMU will continue to promote diversity by providing
full scholarships to 50 new students from urtderrepresented
groups every year. In additkxi
to the student diversity initiative, JMU also will promote
diversity in faculty and staff
employment and pedagogy
In October 2003, a commission was established by
President Linwood Rose to
create a diversity initiative

AKO
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see AID, page 5

University Information invoked a
warning strike on the creators of Underdog Books.com, for their unauthorized chalk drawing on the commons.
Juniors Ammar Shallal, Jack Kahan
and Karl Belka drew their Underdog
Books.com logo on the cement in front
of D-Hall before Winter Break during
the rush of textbook buyback.
"We have been careful to make
I'uunesy of Underdo* bi.xtkii
sure and follow all of the rules
The Underdog bookt.com logo on the commons. the university publishes as far as
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With continued funding,
Wubah hopes that by 2008,
more than 200 students will
be enrolled through the program and increasing diversity on campus.
"Our school is becoming
more and more well-known
and praised," student Mark
|i thai win said. "The only way
we can keep moving forward
is if we can draw in a broader
variety of students "
"When a student conies

BY JfcNNIFER DROOUS
contributing writer

i KOCKSTAK Biomnr »—< HM» H« *• RG *« ./***
'IWSI?'
a
It SMI

A committee of 65 worked
over a four-month period
to compile data and create a
blueprint for the initiative.
Headed by Daniel
Wubah, special assistant to
the president and biology
professor, the committee submitted a 233-page document
and executive summary to
Rose on Jan. 30, 2004.
The Centennial Scholars
will add 50 more scholars
per year The first gr.ulim
ing class will graduate in
JMU's centennial year, 2008.

\'a. high court strikes law against sex
BY LARRY O'DELL

Associated Press

Virginia's Supreme Court on
Friday struck down an ancient and
rarely enforced state law prohibiting sex between unmarried people.
The unanimous ruling
strongly suggests a separate
anti-sodomy law also is unconstitutional, although that statute
is not directly affected. The justices based their ruling on a U.S.
Supreme Court decision voiding
an anti-sodomy law in Texas.
"Tnis case directly affects only

the fornication law, but makes it
absolutely clear how the court
would rale were the sodomy law
before it," said Kent Willis, executive director erf the American Civil
Liberties Union in Virginia.
'It's a strong message to legislators that they must repeal Virginia's
sodomy law," he said. "Now both
die US. Supreme Court and the
Virginia Supreme Court have spoken on essentially the same issue."
The ruling stemmed from
a woman's lawsuit seeking $5
million in damages from a man
who infected her with herpes.

Organization receives informal strike for chalking

Hometown Music
PA

18,200513

Colleges offer help bucking drinking scene
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Leonard W. Aamodt, MD. F ACOG
Evan V. Forsnes, MD, F ACOG
Martha A. Jones, CNM, MS
Barbara M Kirkland, CNM, MS
Donna L. Schminkey, CNM, MPH
Ann M. Schaef fer, CNM, MED
119 University Blvd., Suite B
Harrisonbuig, VA 22801-3753

advertising is concerned," Shallal
said. "We were sent an abbreviated version of university posting
policies which did not say anything
about chalk drawings "
Jeremy Hawkins, who works
with University Information and
who sent the strike to Underdog Books,
com said, "We send out the abbreviated versions of the rules because it
highlights the most common types of
violations which are actual postings,
not chalk drawings." Hawkins said
the University Information Web site
has a complete listing of all the rules.

SOS

Licensed JMU Printer & Embroiderer
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"Where JMU buys its diamonds"

Office (540) 438-1314
Toll Free (877) 438-1314
Fax (540) 438-0797

75 Court Square Harrisonburg

www.swhc.net

433 1833

T

and says in JMU Policy J36-107 in the
Student Handbook, "Using chalk to
display messages or advertise events
on campus sidewalks is prohibited."
The strike Underdog Books.com received is not a formal student strike
administrated by Judicial Affairs.
Shallal said he was, "reassured
that there would be no negative
ramifications as a result of the
strike" and that it was "more of a
warning." Shallal reiterated that
Underdog Books.com respects school
policy and does "not intend to violate it in the future."

(Next to Bank of America)
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AID: New funds to promote
diversity throughout campus

ECP: Women with easy access more
likely to use Plan B, study shows
ECr.frompmgel

encourages women — teenagers in
particular to have risky sex. If overthe-counter sales are permitted,older
teenagers or adults might buy the
pills for some of their younger friends
or their sexual partners, critics say.
"It encourages risky sexual activity with the promise 'just pop a pill
in the morning and you don't need
to worry about pregnancy,' " said
Wendy Wright of Concerned Women
of America, a conservative group that
focuses on social issues.
"What we're concerned about is a
number of young people who are not
engaged in sexual activity who feel
tremendous pressure, and this will
only add to the pressure that is on
them," Wright said
Not contested, by either side, is that
the drug is safe or effective. Some who
work for the FDA believe questions
about people's sexual behavior were
overwhelming scientific ones, according to an internal agency memo written
last year.
"Some staff have expressed the
concern that this decision is based

on non-medical implications of teen
sexual behavior, or judgments about
the propriety of this activity," said the
memo by the FDA's acting drug chief,
Dr. Steven Galson.
"These Issues are beyond the scope
of our drug approval process, and I
have not considered them in this decision," wrote Galson, who last spring
rejected the first application for Plan B's
sale over the counter.
A study this month is providing
evidence for both sides.
Researchers in San Francisco, CA,
found that women who were given a
supply of Plan B to keep at home were
no more likely to have unprotected intercourse that women who had to go
to a clinic or pharmacy for the contraceptive.
Women with easy access were more
likely to use Plan B,leading researchers
to conclude that easy access could prevent unwanted pregnancies.
But the study, which only followed
women for six months, found the two
groups had about the same pregnancy
rate, undercutting the argument that
Plan B prevents unwanted pregnancies

and abortion.
Last May, the FDA rejected nonprescription sales of emergency contraception, against the overwhelming
recommendation of the agency's own
scientific advisers.
The FDA said it worried that
there was not enough data about the
pill's use by young teenagers. The
agency promised to reconsider if the
pill's manufacturer, Barr Laboratories of Pomona, N.Y., figured out
how to sell over the counter only to
those 16 and older.
In July, Barr again applied for approval. The company now proposes
that drug stores check customers' ages
to be certain that buyers are at least
16, an approach the FDA has not approved before.
Younger teenagers could continue
to get the drug with a doctor's prescription.
The morning-after pill is a higher
dose of the contraceptive hormones
found in the Pill. It prevents ovulation or fertilization, and can prevent
a fertilized egg from implanting into
the uterus.

Impress your friends.
Write for The Breeze.
X8-6127
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to IMU, the strengths you get... the
best education you can get, you cannot get it the campus is not diverse,"
Wubah said. Wubah added the three
aspects to diversity on which JMU is
focusing are compositional (ethnicity), practices (policies in place to
support environment with all people) and curriculum.
"Diversity? What diversity?" Johanson asked. "1 think the student
body as a whole would benefit so
much from a greater diversity. It
would open up our eyes to people of
different race, religion, sexual preference and socioeconomic status."
The diversity initiative is divided
into four subcommittees: faculty, staff
recruitment, student recruitment and
student retention.
To increase student diversity, the

Centennial Scholars Program was
created. CSP consists of four graduate students, six transfer students
and 40 freshmen. Students selected
are all academically merited to attend JMU but would otherwise not
be able to attend a four-year college
program due to financial reasons.
CSP provides financial support,
including tuition fees and room and
board, Wubah said.
"Before, students were selected who
could afford H, and selectivity increased.
Our goal was 'how do we address this
problem?' So we go in and get support
for qualified students," Wubah said.
Junior Lisa Enders said, "Diversity
is definitely an issue at JMU. Different
groups seem to separate themselves
from the rest of the student body... ft
shows that there is a great underlying
problem on our campus."

BLUE: Assist in student safety
BLUE, from page 1

recommendations for new phones.
There are approximately 184
emergency phones on campus.
"Generally, the courtesy/emergency phones are used to call for a
cadet escort," Shifflett said.
"It is very rare that they are used
for emergency purposes."
Senior Lydia Oppe agreed that
she feels safer on campus know-

SP

ing there are blue lights.
"As a senior, I've noticed an increase
in blue lights and I feel safer walking
around campus at night" Oppe said.
Shifflett said emergency and courtesy phones are tested dairy by the telecom
office through an automated system.
"The technicians then view
this report and if abnormalities are
spotted they then physically check
the phone," Shifflett said.
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MEMORIAL SERVICE AND MARCH FOR LIFE
Over 100 children died from elective
abortions in our community last year yet their passing went
unnoticed. There are families who will continue to suffer from
this loss for years to come. We as a community of believers
need to lift up the humanity of these children. We need to
acknowledge also our relationship to them as children of God
and we need to provide for healing to begin. Nationally the toll
on life this year has been over 1 million American children
killed and the wounded beyond measurement.The value of all
human life continues to fall. To this purpose a memorial and
healing service for those harmed by abortion In our
community will be held at Blessed Sacrament Catholic Church,
154 N. Main St., Harrisonburg, the 23rd of January at 7:30 p.m.
Then on the 24th of January, buses to the March For Life in
Washington will depart Harrisonburg at 8:00 a.m.and return at around 8:00 p.m.The cost share
for this trip is only S10 per person or $30 for the entire family. The Knights of Columbus of
Blessed Sacrament Church and the Valley Family Forum extend a warm welcome to all. Please
come and join us as we testify to the value of human life. The service and March are for the entire
family and all are invited. Please direct any questions to Wil Snuffin, Knights of Columbus at 4329498. or Mrs. Janet Wefty, Valley Family Forum at 438-8966.
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It's Your Health ...
Order Your Own Lab Tests.
If you need lab work done but don't have a doctor in
the area. Direct Access Testing may be the answer. DAT
offers low-cost high-quality laboratory testing directly
to you without a doctor's order.
Results from DAT tests are sent only to you and are not
forwarded to any medical records system or physician.
If you have questions about your test results, please
contact a doctor.

Available tests include:
Pregnancy tests

Payment for tests is required before testing is conducted
(insurance companies do not pay for DAT tests).

Cholesterol

Direct Access Testing is available at the following
locations; no appointment is necessary:
RMH Outpatient Center
100 East Grace Street, Harrisonburg
RMH Center for Corporate Hearth
498 University Boulevard, Harrisonburg

IRMH

Complete blood count ICBCI
to screen for anemia. Infection
or Mood diseases
Bask metabolic panel to
check overall health status
Glucose
TSH for monitoring
thyroid function
And others.

For more Information about
DAT, contact RMH HealthSource
at 433-4580 or 800-433-4580.

Rockingham Memorial Hospital
RMHOnline.com
RMH: We're here for you.

Your Health
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1 Helgenberger series
4 Palatine Hill site
8 Parlor piece
12 "2001" computer
13 Squared
14 2004 hurricane
15 INS prey
17 Fit in snugly
18 "-Yankee..."
19 Raspy-voiced comedy
legend
21 Spangle
24 Pack away
25 "Charlie's Angels"
actress
26 Gripe constantly
28 Threesome
32 Dry
34 Pod denizen
36 Farrell co-star
37 Olympian's prize
39 Central
41 Flee hastily
42 Peruke
44 34-Across. e.g.
46 Seinfeld's style
50 Clear the tables
51 Spheres
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"The King will reply, 'I tell you the truth, whatever you did for one of the least of these brothers of mine,
you did for me'..'
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52 Springfield site
56 Missile shelter
57 Cole Porter's
"Let's -"
58 Aussie hopper
59 Portent
60 Viewrinders?
61 "Uh-huh"
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DOWN
1 Actor McBride
2 Mule of song
3 Not easily cashed in
4 Get back
5 Eventual aves
6 Pinochle ploy
7 Follow
8 Oscar winner as
Maggio
9 Microwave
10 In record time
11 Chip in a chip
16 Outback bird
20 Snitch
21 Bridge coup
22 Green land
23 Entry on Garfield's
agenda
27 Birthstone, e.g.
29 Deceptive
30 Leading man
31 Edna Everage's title
33 Is perceived by
35 Have a bug
38 Cover
40 Shortcomings
43 Lead
45 Get the motor going

46 Mediocre
47 Barbershop request
48 Skilled
49 Tactic
53TrygveofU.N.fame
54 Chit
55 Bribe
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Come see what everyone is talking about,
and experience the thrill of the 'Chase.
4 Bedroom, 4 Bathroom Luxury apartments
Phenomenal Pool and Spectacular Sunbathing Area
Fantastic Fully Equipped Fitness and Business Centers
Superior State-of-art Clubhouse
Groovy Gaming Area Including Pool and Foosball Tables
Conveniently Close to Campus
Visit us on the web at www.sunchase.net
Check out our Roommate Connection Page to find a roommate or
post a message of your own.

540-442-4800
www.sunchase.net
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Those unaffected by disasters cannot turn away from need
One man survived by hanging onto
a coconut tree.
The Indonesian president said his
country is living a nightmare.
Nine women fought over a threeor tour -month-old live boy, all insisting
that he was their baby — some going
so tar as threatening suicide.
Some compare the disaster to
an ancient Indian town, "kodalkoL"
meaning "swallowed by the sea."
Six high school boys in Indonesia
now pray each day after seeing "the
fury of God."
A threat of malaria concerns
health officials as residents continue
drinking dirty water.
In most places, there are no toilets.
The tsunami that took the lives of
more than 130,000 people in Asia last
month is by far the worst disaster in recorded history. However, there is one
burning question too many Americans

MICH ADO ABOUT

forget to ask and don't know how to
answer. Why should 1 care?
The emotional aftermath in
countries such as Indonesia, Sri
Lanka and India is overwhelming
— thousands are walking through
swamps of bodies or scanning walls
of photos to locate their loved ones
right this very minute.
Why should you care? It's not like
your home was demolished. It's not
like your mother, brother, father, aunt
uncle, grandma, cousin and best friend
currently are lying underneath a sea of
disease-infested soil.
While convicts in Malaysia donate money earned from prison work,
many Americans are going on with
their lives as if nothing has changed.
Well, has it?
The entire world was affected by
the tsunami tragedy, whether directly
or indirectly, and Americans need to

come to this realization. The United
States and its citizens have not reacted
to the proper extent that they should.
Compare monetary donations, for
example. Australia donated $810 million, and Germany donated $674 million. America? $350 million
While millions of dollars don't deserve the title of "stingy," as the United
Nations humanitarian chief stated
when the United States made its initial
donation, it isn't generous, either.
America is a predominantly Christian nation What happened to helping
your neighbor? It went into Thursday's
inauguration, on which private donors
have dropped $40 million. Yes, swearing in the President of the United States
is important but a one-day extravaganza is not as important as helping
the future of hundreds of thousands
of individuals. It's time to touch lives
after so many lives have been lost

...

New food guidelines challenge cutting carbs, say traditional advice best
MOLLY LITTLE

senior writer
It is the age of the diet —
Atkins, South Beach, Weight
Watchers. As a society, we are
consumed with the drive to
be thin and in shape.
It also is the age of obesity and being overweight.
About 127 million adults in
the United States are overweight and 60 million suffer
from obesity, according to
the American Obesity Association. This means that
more than 30 percent of
adults in America are obese.
This high level of obesity
has caused the U.S. Government to take action. Last
week, the government released its new and improved
food pyramid guidelines
These guidelines will be used
to update the familiar food
pyramid within the next couple of months, which could

result in the pyramid taking
on a new shape.
After a twelve years with a
pyramid that encouraged the
eating of carbohydrates and resulted in the unhealthy cutting
of these excess carbs, we finally are changing the pyramid to
make it usable. However, these
new guidelines aren't really
new. They are full of the same
advice we have been hearing
since the beginning of time.
The guidelines come
from, the advice of a 13member panel that spent the
last year observing Americans' health and diets. The
guidelines suggest giving
up the diets and returning to
the ways of the past — eating less and exercising more.
They also negate the Atkins
craze of cutting carbs, but
say instead to choose foods
rich in whole grains and increase your intake of fruits
and vegetables. Basically,

out with the Wonder White
Bread and in with 12 grain
bread, broccoli and oranges.
The panel also said that
counting calories is the way
to keep your weight in check.
Overall, Americans are consuming extra calories without meeting their nutritional
needs. They also suggest
limiting salt intake to one teaspoon or less a day, taking out
all trans-fats and including at
least 30 minutes of exercise in
your daily activities
But "eat better and exercise" is a phrase I know I've
heard countless times from
my mom and fust because I've
heard it over and over doesn't
mean it has been put into practice in my life. So will this plan
really work to fix the problem
of obesity in our county?
At first glance, no. For decades, Amencans have been
told to eat less and exercise,
and maybe in the days be-

fore they had three cars per
household, televisions, Internet, eBay and X Box, this theory worked. But in the times
when a quick fix is the answer,
these new guidelines are potentially falling on deaf ears.
However, while we look
for the quickest fix, we also are
diet-driven and always looking for the newest craze in
weight loss. Will these guidelines be that next craze? They
have been proven effective
and have withstood the test of
time — my mom has been giving me that lecture practically
my whole life and I know she
heard it from hers. Even the
fast food chains are offering
healthy eating options to replace the burger and fries. So
next time you are at D-hall,
don't think about cutting
carbs. but instead head for the
salad bar and whole grains
Molly Little is a junior
English major.

AN OUTSIDER'S PERSPECTIVE

Recovery dorms introduce better way to fight peer pressure
NATHAN CHIANTELLA

senior writer
A man on a soapbox once told me that temptation was all around us — obviously this man had
attended college.
While addiction runs rampant on any campus,
it is often swept under the terms "break" or "party." Yet, what happens when that which you use to
escape becomes your biggest problem?
Several universities across the nation are now
offering so called "recovery dorms" where students who believe they have a serious problem
can stay clear of peer pressure.
Yes, peer pressure — the same force that leads
you to jump off your balcony because honestly,
dude, you can totally land it. actually has negative effects on the health and decision-making
skills of other students.
By altering the peer, you thereby change the
pressure. Where in a regular dorm, shot-gunning
cans of Pabst Blue Ribbon is respected and celebrated, these safer dorms create pillars of sobriety.
More impressive than the thought of these
dorms is the fact that students are able to acknowledge their addiction and take the necessary steps to change their lives.
While in no way am I saying drinking in college is necessarily a poor choice, it is important

to keep it in check and not allow White Russians
to rule your life.
There exists an amazing dichotomy in drinking
where a few beers is a solution for one student,
yet a problem for another. It is knowing when to
stop and the reasoning behind the beverage that
divides the two groups. Where one person would
pick up a red cup for social reasons, another would
chug it to get drunk as soon as possible and retreat
from their problems and the real world.
Addiction is not something to take lightly (you
certainly know I wished this was a more amusing
column), as it makes people feel like they have no
control over their lives and actions.
I also wish that I could offer some advice or
aids to those with questions, yet I refuse to pull
a Dr. Phil and offer unsolicited and unqualified advice to those with true problems. All I
can say is that there is absolutely no shame in
addiction and there are many people who are
willing to help you.
From my somewhat limited psychological
knowledge, I do know that "problem" is a relative term. If an adult with a job and children
presented the drinking habits of a student, they
very well could be labeled as having a problem. Yet in college, the thought is that everyone parties and drinks and, therefore, it is not
alcoholism but rather having a good time with

your friends. It is still important, however, to
examine the motives behind your drinking and
your habits as well to see if it is possible that
you have a problem.
For some, alcoholism is not simply taking
something too far, but rather a genetic issue. For
students who see alcoholism rip through their
family at many levels, signing up for a safe dorm
may in fact be a refuge for them where they can
curb the lure of alcohol, as well as deal a preemptive blow to a possible addiction.
It certainly can be said that an effective strategy
for educating college students on the dangers of
binge drinking has eluded those wishing to tearh
If there was a way to tell students how to avoid
addiction without sounding amazingly comy and
stirring laughs from the audience, this would be
something very worthwhile.
As the saying goes, the best offense is a good
defense. With that in mind, the best way to battle the dangers associated with binge drinking
is to educate students before hand and provide
them with examples and stories that they can
relate to. By putting everything into a context
that students can understand and not be offended by, a great service can be done to reduce the
number of alcohol related injuries and deaths
among college-age students.
Nathan Chianltlla is a junior psychology major.
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Band gives stressed-out nation message
CORY REYMAN

contributing writer
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Sausage resolution sticks
TRAVIS JONES

Senior writer
Another year has come
and passed, and you know
what that means — time
for a New Years' Resolution. The history of the
New Years' Resolution
dates all the way back to
153 B.C. in Rome. According to my knowledge, to
date no one has ever completed their New Years'
Resolution. Keeping a
resolution for 12 months
is a daunting task — that's
365 days! Perhaps on Mercury, where a year is only
88 earth-days, it would be
easier to keep a resolution.
But until scientists leam
how to protect humans
from the varying temperatures of -270 degrees
Fahrenheit to 800 degrees
Fahrenheit, we'll be stuck
with 365 days.
I've certainly had
many resolution woes in
my life. There was last
year, when 1 resolved
to learn to play the harmonica and become the
next John Popper. But my
Popper dreams vanished
during the second week
of January when I lost my

:

I

harmonica — or maybe
my roommates stole it.
There was 2002. when I
decided that I was going
to be a healthy eater. My
resolution was going well
until I returned to JMU,
where the delightful Dhall foiled my healthy
eating plans. There was
2000, when I resolved
that I was going to go the
whole year without getting a haircut. Threats
from my dad of kicking
me out of the house if I
didn't get it cut ended
that resolution abruptly
in early June. And then,
of course, there was 1984,
when I resolved to stop
pooping myself. After
1,042 dirty diapers, I realized that my bowels were
bigger than my brains.
So enters 2005, or "The
Year of Travis Jones," as
many have dubbed it. My
Ken Jennings-like streak
of 21-straight failed New
Years' Resolutions finally
will come to an end. This
year, I have decided to
please the pigs, cows and
sheep by giving up sausage. That's right, sausage
— links, patties, Bratwurst.
Bockwurst, smoked, kiel-

basa, kishka, Italian, Canadian, Iraqi — you name
it. As an official member
of the Bob Evans fan club,
this will be difficult for me
to do. "How in the name
of Poseidon's triton will
you do this?" you ask?
Easy. I have simply done
some research to find out
where sausage actually
comes from. According
to the good people at the
International Natural Sausage Casing Association,
sausage comes from the
intestinal tract of meat animals. Hence, the next time
I'm at Hardee's for breakfast, I'll just think of the
"sausage, egg and cheese
biscuit" as the "intestines,
egg and cheese biscuit"
— then I'll go puke and
come back and order a
more traditional chicken
biscuit So that's my plan
— gross myself out for
an entire year in order to
complete my New Years'
Resolution.
And if that plan
doesn't work, there's always 2006 — when I'm
resolving to finally stop
pooping myself.
Travis Jones is a senior
kinesiotogy major.

There's been an angry
air circulating our society
these days, and if s getting to the point where
bizarre events have begun to occur. Players and
fans having an all-out
battle royale during the
middle of a basketball
game is the product of
people deeply repressing
their collective frustrations. For too long have
I been stressed out over
issues that are out of my
control. And while some
are quick to label these
feelings as growing up,
the older and, more often than not wiser generations don't appear as
cool and collected as they
might lead everyone to
believe. The emotional
state of our nation is not
the usual status quo. A

fog of consternation has
engulfed this country
since Sept. 11,2001.
One cannot help but
wonder what may come
in 2005 and, fortunately,
it didn't take me long to
find a bright spot on the
horizon. Saturday Night
Live aired on Jan. 1 and
Modest Mouse was the
musical guest, so I figured I'd sit down and
watch its performance.
The band played "Float
On," and, despite how
much I'd heard that
song, there is this comforting feeling that always seems to come
over me when 1 hear it.
My sister then said, "If s
cool that they're the first
band to play on SNL this
year." I didn't think too
much of her seemingly
insignificant comment,
so I went downstairs
to read. Then she came

E-mail darts and pots to *rrrznlp*hotmmLcom.
Darti a Pats are submitted anonymously and printed
on a spate-available bails. Submissions are based
upon one person's opinion of a given situation, person
or event anil do not mere'tohly reflect the truth

down and said, "'Float
On' was No. 1 on a radio
station's countdown of
the best songs of 2004.''
Now she got me thinking — 1 immediately
ruled out the possibility
of the two events being
a coincidence. "Float
On" was the best song
of 2004 because it was
the conclusion our disgruntled and disoriented society reached after
carrying on as such a society for too long a time.
The good news for people who love bad news
— the album's title — is
"don't worry, we'll all
float on." Modest Mouse
didn't write that song
because the members are
a bunch of sell outs. The
band wrote it because it
needed to reach people
— because its message
may be single-handedly
keeping everyone in this

%

A "way-to-be-considerate-of-others" dart to
the owner of the Eclipse who had his or her car
alarm go off from 2 a.m. until 9 a.m. when it was
towed away.
From a neighbor who didn 't appreciate being kept
rihe entire night because you decided to put a car
mm a car that didn't need it.
An"it's-about-time-for-a-'Men-of-Harrisonburg'-calendar" pat to the night drivers.
From a couple of late-night ladies who already
know one is a great kisser.
A "grow-a-set-of-balls" dart to the guy who
was being screamed at and cried on by his girlfriend outside my apartment window on Thursday evening.
From a girl who heard the entire thing and thinks
that you should know better and have more self respect
than to put up with such crap.

A "way-to-let-the-glory-go-to-your-head"
dart to those football players who — after receiving a standing ovation at half time — left the basketball game early.
From two fans who believe you should have returned the support shown to you all season by cheering
the basketball team on to victory.
A "way-to-counter-the-rotation-of-the-earth"
pat to the girl who walked around in circles to try
to make the room stop spinning one late night.
From your roommate, who admires your logic.
A "thanks-for-entertaining-me-with-yourmelodrama" dart to the girl outside my apartment window who was yelling and sobbing relentlessly while fighting with her boyfriend on
Thursday evening.
From a girl who thinks you should learn how to
chill out and act civilized, or at the least wait until you
are indoors before you verbally attack your boyfriend.

BUY YOUR
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AT HALF.COM
AND SAVE UP TO 40% OFF* THE LIST PRICE.
How great is this? Find great savings on new or used
textbooks you need this semester. Go to half.com and
enter the titles or ISBN numbers. Thaf s It!

$
an additional
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on a purchase of $50 or more.

Redeem this coupon by entering this code:
JMU2005

at harf.com

country from the brink
of insanity.
Tnis annual New
Years' celebration also
signifies the epoch now
occurring in American
history. For the first time
in years, we have the
opportunity to reconcile
with one another on the
premise of "don't worry,
everything will be all
right." A solution, however temporary it may
be, has been manifested.
So after a period of time
that was scarred by animosity, we can finally
find common ground
with one another to face
our shared anxiety. As if
trying to calm a raving
lunatic. Modest Mouse
grabbed us by the shoulder and slapped us in the
face with its message:
Chill out
Cory Reyman is a
sophomore finance major.
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Dukes break three-game losing streak
BY MATTHEW STOSS

assistant sports editor

FILE PHOTO

Junior guard John Napario
and the Dukes lost to the
University of Delaware Friday.

JMU drops
fourth CAA
contest
After earning their first victory in over a month Wednesday
against the College of William
4 Mary, JMU suffered a setback losing to the University
of Delaware 75-40 Friday at the
Bob Carpenter Center.
The Blue Hens scored the
game's first seven points and
led 40-18 at halftime.
Delaware was paced by
guard Rulan Washington's
20 points. Forward Nana
Harding added 16 points and
11 rebounds.
The Blue Hens shot 58.3
percent from the floor lor the
game. Delaware was 10 for 17
from three-point range.
JMU was led by sophomore
guard Ray Barbosa's 16 points.
Barbosa was the only JMU
player in double figures and
played a game-high 36 minutes. Junior guard Jomo Belfor
added 9 points for the Dukes.
JMU was out-rebounded
38-24 and shot 26.9 percent
from the floor.
The Dukes are at Towson
University Wednesday for a 7
p.m. tipoff against the Tigers.
— from staff reports

Ridley heading
to Hula Bowl
Senior tight end Tom Ridley
became the fourth JMU player to
be selected to a post-season all-star
event Friday, when he was selected
to play in the Hula Bowl Jan. 22
Ridley joins defensive end
Steve Bates (1986-'89), kicker
Nelson Gamer (1994-'97), and
running back Curtis Keaton
(1999-TJO) whom all played in the
Blue-Cray Classic. Keaton also
was named to the Hula Bowl
during his junior year in 1999.
Heading to the Hula Bowl
with Ridley will be coach Mickey
Matthews, as he will take an
a—totinl coaching position.
Ridley joined the Dukes in
making history this season, while
becoming the first Division l-AA
team to win three-straight road
games en route to the national
championship. The Dukes also
set a new school record with 13
overall wins and two losses.
In order to reach the title
game, JMU squeaked by Lehigh
University and Furman University
with 14-13 scores in both matches.
JMU took down conference
opponent the College of William
St Mary, 48-34 in Williamsburg,
weeks after losing to the Tribe by
a 46-yard field goal in the final
game of the regular season.
— Danny Christiansen

Lesley Dickinson has been in a bit of
a shooting slump as of late. The sophomore guard came into Sunday's matinee
against Drexel University fresh off a 2-14
performance Thursday in JMU's overtime loss to George Mason University. In
the previous two games combined before
that, she went 10 for 38 from the floor.
Sunday, against the Dragons,
Dickinson made amends with one shot.
The 5-foot-10-inch, Queens Village,
N.Y., native knocked down a midrange jumper with 10 seconds to play
that put JMU up by the final, 50-48, in a

Colonial Athletic Association matchup
at the Convocation Center.
Sunday, Dickinson was 4-15 in
field goals.
"I was ready to get the ball and
make the shot," Dickinson said. "I
have been in a funk, and I'm glad if I
can make any shot, it just so happened
that this one went in."
Behind Dickinson's basket, the
Dukes avoided their fourth-straight
CAA loss. Thursday, it was GMU beating Madison,' 50-48. Jan. 9, JMU dropped
a double-overtime affair to Virginia
Commonwealth University, 86-76 and
Jan. 6, it was Old Dominion University
dispatching the Dukes, 70-58.

"I didn't want us to lose another
game," JMU coach Kenny Brooks said.
"I had some doubts sometimes though.
The end of the game was a very similar
situation to the VCU game. It was like
groundhog day."
With 2.03 to play, JMU led by 5 after
a Meredith Alexis basket underneath
put the Dukes up 48-43. The sophomore
center finished with a double-double,
compiling a team leading 11 points and
15 rebounds. In the first half, Alexis out
rebounded Drexel by herself, grabbing
11 to the Dragons' nine.
Alexis, however, was only one of
see WOMEN, page 12

WRESTLING

Winning
shot may get
Dukes back
on track
BY JAMES IRWIN

sports editor

CAROLYN WALSER/inuv ptmomptm

(Above) Senior Brian Lambert
takes command In hie match
with George Mason's Nick
Webster In Saturday's match
between the Dukes and the
Patriots. (Below) Lambert and
Webster grapple. Lambert won
the match 7-4. The Patriots won
the team match 31-9.

Competitive drive
On a team
without
scholarships,
Lambert
wrestles for
love of the
sport
STORY BY
MATTHEW STOSS

assistant sports editor

Much has changed in the JMU wrestling
program over the past five years. In 2000,
the Dukes repeated as Colonial Athletic
Association champions after winning It in
1999. Then, in 2001, JMU became a victim of
Title LX, becoming the only non-scholarship
wrestling program in the CAA.
2001 also saw the arrival of Brian
Lambert.
"When I came here, we were top dogs,"
the senior said. "I saw the seniors' rings
and if s been a rough four years, but our
new coaches are really good. JMU wrestling is going to start climbing now. We are
going to be all right."
Lambert came to JMU from Chesapeake,
and has since moved to the top in Sinclair
Gymnasium, be il on the mat, in the weight
room or as the squad's general.
"He's definitely the leader," redshirt
junior Chris Cvitan said. "If any young person wants a role model — he's the guy. He
does everything right."
Cvitan was a part of Lambert's recruiting

class and has been around the 174-pounder
for his entire career as Duke.
"His dedication is unbelievable," Cvitan
said. "Everyone looks to him."
After Saturday's match against George
Mason University, Lambert owns the Dukes'
best individual record at 11-5 — most of
which he was won by pinfall.
"Some of the other guys were joking on
him about not pinning the guy (SaturdayL"
Cvitan said. "Just because he's pinned the
last three or four guys."
Lambert has defeated two of his last four
opponents by pinfall, and it has become
rather common. Teammates and fans alike
almost expect to see Lambert holding his
victim's shoulders against the canvas.
"No one even says, 'Congratulations'
for the win," Lambert said. "They just say,
'What, no pin?'*
This season is Lambert's last in the purple and gold singlet and during its duration,
see LAMBEMT, page 12

JMU dropped by GMU in CAA home opener
BY JAMES IRWIN

sports editor

COURTESY OF Spntu Media

Redstart senior tight end Tom
Ridley will participate In the
Hula Bowl.

AMY PATERSONI/AJIO ediur
Sophomore center Meredith Alexis
foot to the basket against Drexel.

On the heels of their first win
of the season, the Dukes dropped
their Colonial Athletic Association
home opener to the George Mason
University Patriots 31-9 Saturday in
Sinclair Gymnasium.
JMU fell behind early, dropping
the first two matches and finding
itself down 10-0.
"We knew going in that this match
was winnable," senior Brian Lambert said.
"We need to get on top early. Ifs hard to
dig yourself out of a hole like that"

JMU got on the board in the third
match when senior Derick Schoenly,
wrestling in the 157-Ib. weight class,
defeated GMU's Sean Grant 6-0.
"That was very important," JMU
coach Josh Hutchens said. "We were
down two pretty bad matches and we
basically had to stop the bleeding."
Schoenly picked up two quick
points on a takedown. By the halfway
point, he had the match well in hand.
"Halfway through the match, the
guy Derick was wrestling was just
trying to not get pinned," Hutchens
said. "You could see a little excitement after Derick's win."

The excitement was short-lived.
At the 165-lb. match, freshman
Chris Gwaltney jumped to an early 4-0
lead before surrendering ten-straight
points to George Mason's Randy Oates.
The Patriots reclaimed their 10-point
advantage at 13-3.
Lambert took the 174-lb. match
7-4, pulling the Dukes back within
seven at 13-6, but that was as close as
the Dukes would get.
"Unfortunately, we couldn't carry
the momentum from Derick's match to
Brian's match," Hutchens said.
set LOSS, page 12

In her three games prior
to Sunday's contest against
Drexel University, sophomore
guard Lesley Dickinson made
12 of 52 shots from the floor,
dropping her season fieldgoal percentage to a shade
over 37 percent.
Against the Dragons,
Dickinson struggled again,
shooting 4 for 15.
But, as the age old basketball adage goes, big players
make big shots in big situations — and with the game
tied at 48, JMU coach Kenny
Brooks turned to Dickinson
for a game winner.
"I know when its coming down to crunch time and
she's shooting, I feel very confident," Brooks said.
So, with 30 seconds left,
Brooks took a timeout and
called Dickinson's number.
"He called the high-ball
screen," Dickinson said. "I
saw Dre (sophomore guard
Andrea Bcnvenuto) coming
to my side, so I was just
ready to get the ball and
knock down a shot."
Dickinson did knock down
the shot, a 12-foot jumper
to give JMU a 50-48 lead.
Ten seconds and two Drexel
misses later, the Dukes had a
two-point victory.
"I was sure Dickinson
was going to take the shot."
Drexel coach Denise Dillon
said. "They were going to get
the ball in her hands."
But knowing Dickinson
was going to take JMU's
final shot — and stopping it
— proved to be two different stories.
"She was
guarded,"
Dillon said. "We had a hand
in her face. She's just a very
athletic kid who can shoot
over people."
Brooks said Dickinson's
recent shooting woes were not
a factor in his decision.
"I have confidence in her
and she has confidence in
herself," Brooks said. "I feel
that every shot she takes is
going to go in."
For Dickinson, the game
winner may serve to help
break out ol her self-described
"funk." She was shooting 43
percent from the floor before
her 12 for 52 tailspin as JMU
sprinted out of the gate to an
8-2 overall record.
"I'm glad if I could make
any shot it was that one,"
Dickinson said. "Hopefully,
that will help me get the
ball rolling."
But the shot may serve a
bigger purpose for the Dukes.
It already broke a three-game
losing streak, and Brooks
believes it could jump start
his club along with his second-leading scorer.
"She understand that she's
a big part of our offense,"
Brooks said. "She's going to
get it rolling and I think she'll
have a breakout game soon."
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Who Needs A Graduate
Degree in Media?
YoUDo.
If you want to prepare yourself for a position of leadership
in communication, media or the arts, you'll need a graduate
degree. At Regent University's School of Communication &

One special weekend.
One life-changing decision.
A world-changing opportunity.

the Arts you'll study with current national media professionals in one of the most technologically advanced facilities on
the east coast.
Visit our Virginia Beach Campus during Preview Weekend
to find out more about our degree programs including:
• Cinema-Television/Animation
• Communication Studies

Preview
Weekend
March 17-19,2005
800.373.5504
www.regent.edu/preview

• Ph.D. in Communication
• Theatre Arts

Save $25 with Early Bird
Registration by February 7.

• Journalism

Regent University n accredited by the ComaiMion on College, of ih* Southern Aaaociatton of Colleg ei and School* (1866 Southern Lane, Dccatar. GA 300)3-4097
Telephone number 404 679 4501) to award ihc bachelor'). raaater • and doctoral degree* Regent University'a policies governing the edmtaiion of ttudent. relate to ill
million itaicment. but are not applied lo preclade a divcrec Undent body la temu of race, color, gender, liability, or national or ethnic origin Regent Univentty n
certified by the Slate Council of the Higher Edacatioa for Virginia to operate caaapuaci wiihtn the Commonwealth of Virgin* COM032246

REGENT
UNIVERSITY.
S( HOOI Of ( OMMUMIATION A THK ARTS

$ ®

$

Luigi's Late Night Delivery

433-0077
Sun.-Wed. 9:00p.m. to 2:00a.m.
Thurs. - Sat. 9:00p.m. to 3:00a.m.
, GRAND OPENING SPECIAL!,

!

FREE9"crisp

Free Delivery on orders of
|
$10.00 or more!

.when you buy <i largi pizza with one topping or more .
mu.iiy Plsl .'(IDS

Limited Delivery Area

I
■**W.*IWB1
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New fashion fads
move past runway
Being fashionable isn't
just about having the hottest clothes. The trendies!
gadgets also are a necessity for the fashion-savvy.
These fabulous devices
will have you instantly
forking over what's left of
your holiday cash.

Whatever your budget,
get one of these gadgets
while they're hot, because
in the world of technology,
before you know it there
will be something newer
and better.
Have you ever wished
you could carry thousands of downloaded
songs everywhere you
go? Check out apple.com
for every variation of the
classic iPod digital music
player that Apple has to
offer. The iPod mini holds
1,000 songs and comes
in an array of pastels for
$249. The U2-obsessed will
cherish the special edition
black and red iPod that
holds 5,000 mp3s for $349.
If a multitasking gadget
is more up your alley, the
iPod Photo holds 15,000
songs or 25,000 photos for
$499. If your bank account
isn't large enough for any
of these, try the spanking new iPod Shuffle for
only $99. This charming
contraption is the size of a
stick of gum and boasts 12
hours of music playback.
For those of you who
already have an iPod in your
clutches, Apple iTunes makes
downloading easy, legal and
affordable at 99 cents per
track online at applt.com/
Hunts. Create a mix of workout jams for UREC, or a softer mix for studying.
If you want a variety
of music without downloading, opt for a satellite
radio. Circuit City carries
XM and Sirius receivers for
as low at $79.99. Car kits

C f-aY<
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and portable stereos are
extra money, and monthly
fees apply. Visit circuitcity.
com for more details.
These days, another source
for music comes in the form of a
cell phone ring. Cell phones are
a status symbol in Hollywood,
and most of us outside of Los
Angeles also would be lost
without them. Lindsay Lohan
and Paris Hilton wouldn't
be caught dead without their
Swarovski crystal Sidekick
IK You also could buy one
of these handheld cell phone/
Internet combos for only $200
at T-Mobile (sorry, crystals are
hundreds extra).
The Motorola Razr V3 also
is one of most sought-after
phones on the market. This
super-thin phone features a
camera, speakerphone, video
playback, aluminum case and
a color screen on the outside
with caller ID. Check motorola.com for details. At $600,
the Razr isn't cheap, but if
you're lucky enough to have
the dough, pick one up at
AT&T Wireless.
If you're yearning for a
digital camera with several
megapixels, get one while
the prices are low. The higher the number of megapixels,
the better the resolution of
the picture will be, according (o tntgapixel.net. Circuit
City offers a vast selection.
Try the 4-megapixeI Kodak
Easy Share camera with a
1.6 Liquid Crystal Display
screen on the back to view
all of your prized pics. For
a more compact camera, try
the pocket-sized 2-megapixel Panasonic D-Snap SV-AS
10 for $199.99.
Whatever your budget,
get one of these gadgets while
they're hot, because in the
world of technology, before
you know it there will be something newer and better..

New gadgets,
Ilka the Ploneai
version of a
XM2go portaM*
radio at right,
are the new fad.
IPod*. fashionable call phones
and digital
camera* all an
becoming
common-day
object* moat
I can't do
without

KfcVAN MACIVER/»n»>»ir> r

Where will
they be?
The Breeze tracks student resolutions, if they will be kept
BY SYLVA FLORENCE

assistant variety editor
The Christmas tree is in the garbage. Dad is outside on the ladder in below-freezing weather, trying
to take the lights off the house. Your little brother is
chugging the rest of the spiced eggnog. All wintry
holidays have passed, leaving only one thing lingering in their wake: the New Years' resolution you
made up at that party on New Years' Eve.

So, you've made your resolutions because you felt
you had to, or because you are a deeply motivated
individual. The question is — can you keep it?
1 found three students who agreed to share their
New Years' resolutions with the rest of us. In a
couple months, we'll check up on them again to see
whether or not they stuck to their guns.

Nome: Amanda Anderson
Year: Senior
Resolutions: To beat senioribs and
to get the scoop on weddings

Anderson said. "And [as for the
weddings] I've been reading message boards on modernbridt.com
and theknot.com and such "

Most students have a hard
enough time keeping one New
Years' resolution, but senior
Amanda Anderson decided on a
double whammy.
First, Anderson wants to seriously get her nose in the books.
"I want to avoid senioritis
this semester but still have fun,"
Anderson said. "So I'm taking
scuba and sign language But I still
need to concentrate on microbiology and go to class."
With her head in the game,
Anderson also wants to leam more
about something completely nonacademic: weddings.
"I'm the maid of honor in my
best friend's wedding in July and
a bridesmaid in my good friend's
wedding in August," Anderson
said. "And I don't know anything
about weddings."
Anderson has a plan to help
her stick out her resolutions.
"I've gone to all of my classes
so far, so I'm gonna keep trying
to do that, and the homework,"

Nome: [amie Giardin.i
Year: Junior
Resolution: To grow an impressive-looking mustache
Not everyone has the *t*>
reotypical resolutions of losing
weight or eating right, junior Jamie
Giardina's New Year's resolution
is anything but typical. Ciardina
resolved that in 2005, he will grow
a manly mustache.
"I want to grow a mustache
worthy of the great St. Larry
Csonka," Ciardina said.
There's only one way to grow a
healthy face full of hair, and that's
going razor-free.
"[The mustache] shall be achieved
through a strict regiment of not shaving the upper lip whilst in a state of
nirvana." Qardina said.
II Chris Hagan
Vaor: Junior
Resolution: To hit up the gym
After a month of grandma's

homemade pies, and holiday
meals of turkey and stuffing,
it's no wonder that countless
Americans make a pact with
themselves to get back in shape.
Junior
Chris
Hagan
resolved to put hit doubts
aside and hit the gym.
"I usually don't believe in
New Year's resolutions because
they're probably something we
should do anyways," Hagan
said. "|But| I really slacked off
last semester and want to get
back into shape."
Hagan's job at UREC sometimes hinders him from actually
working out there in his off time.
"[I'm going to make] the
time to actually get to UREC
to workout, instead of going to
just work," Hagan said. "I love
working out, but I think I just
lost the motivation last semester to work out, and it all of a
sudden came back to me."
With his newfound motivation
and a little help from his friends,
Hagan believes he can keep his
resolution to tone up.
"! ajaa ajal trirnds involved so
we end up motivating each other
to keep it up," Hagan said.

Alumni feel lure of travel, make the move to the land down under
BY CARA PUOLIESE

contributing writer
Most college graduates have a few
ideas of where life will take them after
graduation. They assume they will pursue careers, get married, perhaps even
take a short trip to Europe. So it may
be surprising to hear of a group of JMU
graduates who chose a different direction — one that will change their lives
forever. This, however, is exactly what
six prominent alumni of the class of
2004 chose to do.
Seniors Matt Brownlee, Katie Coleman,
Lisa Clarke, Andrew Hart, Rich Laird and
Brian McCormick diverged from the common post-graduation trip to Europe to

instead work, study and live in Australia for
four months and tour New Zealand for one
month. "Rich and Andrew had the original
idea for the trip a year ago," Brownlee said.
"It was probably something they thought of
coming back from Highlawn one night. The
trip started as kind of a cool hypothetical."
They made their travel arrangements
through BUNAC: Working Adventure*
Worldwide, a company specializing in
coordinating work and volunteer opportunities abroad. The company supplied
the six graduates with four-month work
Visas in Australia, insurance, suggestions
on where to find housing and jobs and a
two-day orientation program in Australia
— all for $550. "One of my best friends
from high school did the same trip to

London; he was the one that recommended BUNAC," Brownlee said. "They were a
good company because they were one of
the few that could offer work Visas."
BUNAC helped the graduates locate
housing in Cronulla Beach, an oceanfront
suburb of the city of Sydney. "We found
the apartment in Cronulla Beach basically
through dumb luck, surfing the Internet
for apartments when we should have been
doing homework." Laird said. "We came
across this Australian beach youth hostel.
The owners were interested in letting us
stay since we'd be there for four months, so
they offered us a very good rate."
When asked what they look forward
to most in Australia, they all agreed
that they were each excited to face new

i

opportunities. "I'm looking forward to
experiencing a new country," Hart said.
"I've only heard great things about the
people and the culture. I'm excited for
lots of beach time, surfing, camping,
skydiving, bungee jumping and overnight expeditions."
The graduates also agreed that JMU
was key in preparing them for this trip
of a lifetime. "JMU prepared me for this
trip because just coming to JMU was
leaving a comfort zone," Hart said. "The
school was a gateway to opportunities,
and also an opportunity to branch out.
The university and my friends really
shaped the person that I am."
For more information about BUNAC,
visit iniw.l>un<ic.org.

Classifieds
HOMES FOR SALE

■■■
MOBI1 f HOMfc Jusl IS minuln assay
3br one bath mobile home in Stuart*
Drift Park. Swve ml Refri 2yra old
SO |ll. Hoi water lank I yr 9,r. shed
Large deck half ia acreen. HM waaher
and dryer. .MJOO (434) 1434926

REDECORATED TOWNHOUSE 1101
Mountain View Off Central I. 3 or. 1.5
bell,baasrneni,laundry Newowner Will
be redecorated before move in. June to
May lease J270tenent. (540) 2J4-«5«4

NEW
Townhouse Commercial Cl
3 bedroom 2 I-2 bath waiher/dryer'
dish waahar 12300 (540)975-2201

VARIOUS 4-10 BEDROOM HOUSES.
MOM allow pets, have large yards and
large bedrooma. All with W/D. DW.
564-2659;
www.cmtlafnfmty.com
ACROSS
FROM
HOSPITAL
8
bedroom. 2 1/2 bath, 2 kitchens. DSL in
all bedrooma. off street parking, laundry
in basement. June to May lease. (210/
kuka-modelphui net (5401 234-8584

DESPERATELY NEED TO SUBLEASE
Need a room? Room available ASAP
- rent negotiable - close to campus
- internet - cable • furniture • waahar/
dryer - free parking - cute house in
a great neighborhood - call or email
u wk.<bir<gjmy edy (703) 915-1321
PHEASANT
RUN
SUBLEASE!
Need Female to Sublease Spring/
Summer. $295- ulil. Live w< 3 great
girla! Email twooptartjiymu edy or
Call Aahley for info (797) 334-9991

3 BX HOUSE AVAILABLE 8/15. Large
yard, aep garage'rec room, located
downtown, minutea from campus (400/
person inc warn, cite. gas. cable, w/d
hookup. 242 N Mason Si 437-0193.

1996 SATURN SL2 powered unroof 5
speed cruise control 92500 miles good
condition asking 12900 (540) 568-6555

THUHE BEDROOM 2 1/2 BATH.
Univenity Court. »270 Each. Large
rooms Available August. 433-2221

WALK TO JMU House fo rant. Perfect
for 4 females Available May IS Call
alter 6pm. (301)490-2985

SOLD - 1995 JEEP WRANGLER
66k milea. 5 apeed. aoft lop. great
condition
$7,000
(540)
1334145 after 5 pa (540) 421-22*6

219 4 291. 293 CAMPBELL STREET
urwnhmues will be available June I.
2005 for yearly lease Call 433-6047

FOR RENT

H.I/AHI 111 STREI I 5
porches.
hardwood
ethemet,
appliancea.

bedrooma,
floors,
368-3068.

HOUSES
j
Bedroom-OSS
S~
Main, 4 Bedroom-413 S High Si.
3 Bedroom-1170 a 1173 llamaon
St. June/ August, Leases 433-2126
IOWNIIOI SIS 'Bedroom. M 2h.lhv
waaher/ dryer. 1130 Ml View. 1132 ML
View S285. August Lease. 433-2126
DEVON
Available

LANE
Auguai.

Quiet

Neighbors

TOWNHOUSE
3
Bedroom.
435-7861

BEAT
THE
RENTAL
RUSH
3
BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE
AVAILABLE AUGUST 2005
IN
KIESTER SCHOOL AREA. QUIET
AND
SAFE
NEIGHBORHOOD.
OARAOE. LARGE DECK. PHONE,
CABLE / INTERNET OUTLETS
IN
EACH
ROOM.
PARTIALLY
FURNISHED. J295 PER PERSON
FOR MORE DETAILS CALL 1-800842-2227 OR 540-247-1960. EMAII
SPrDEK60@SHENTEL NET
TOWNHOUSE 2005 - 2006 school
year. 4 Bedroom, Great Location
Close to JMU, convenient to storee,
restaurants, etc. Many extras. MUST
SEE! 5,250 per bedroom Call for more
information phone 433-8423 or 2462J43. Email
lhaJ402@aklplila.itr
OLDS HiaH.9BEDROOMS.2knchena.
all appliances, hardwood floors, DSL, off
street parking. Auguai lease. 568-3068
STl'DI-M
FRIENDLY
HOUSES
I
Elizabeth,
W.
Water.
3-4
bedrooma.
879-9947

ADJOININO 3 4 4 BR APTS available
8/15. Can be rented by I group or 2
•mailer ones. Both have 2 separate
entrances. DowruUira ia a 2000 aq. ft.
rec room dial can be used for parties,
band events, etc Conveniently located
downlown neil to Channello'i S4O0/
person inc water, elec. cable, dsl. w/d
downstairs 34 W Gay St. 437-0193
) BR APT AVAILABLE 8/1S. H/W
floors, spacious rooms. 2nd floor.
No w/d hookups. S400/person inc
waler. elec. gas.
Minutes from
JMU. 281 W Market St. 437-0193.
iMKit- nHiKlMlM IWll BAIH,
Palio,
Waaher/Dryer.
University
Place. Available January 1. 433-2221
TOWNHOUSE
FOR
RENT
if
Hunter's Ridge
4 Bedrooma\ 2
Baths. J 1.200 00 per
month or
SJO0.0O per parson (540) 298-2716
TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT (« Hunter's
Ridge For 2005-2006 school year. 4
Bedroom a 2 Baths, Waaher / Dryer. W1
SPA $300 00 per person (540)298-2716
FOX HILLS SlJIsLI I S2IO'MO Spring
•115 room available M/F (631)8484473
ROOMMATE
WANTED. 57S E.
Market, S250 plus utilities, contact David
336-302-2513
or
dmb00S@brldgtwaltr.tJu
SPACIOUS
HOUSING
FOR
2003-2006
Compare
our
4-8
tenant houses and duplexes
See
photos, availability and prices at
■vs catllcpnipcrty mm;
564-2659.

,

&UM*}

1,1 I ( HEAP rFXTBOOKS' Search
24 bookstores in 1 click' Shipping and
taxes automatically calculated. Save I
Why pay more? ftfp.7Avww.tooaAv.com
FUR SCARVES NYC
rur scarves VI7-S25.

FASHIONSLV. Prude,

Coach,
Fcndi
wwwPerrtniUlllcom

Handbags
711644 1164

i»W
FORD
EXPLORER,
tour
wheel drive. Eddie Bauer, leather
teats, moon roof. Inspected, service
records.
One
owner,
excellent
condition.
18.900
540-833-2822

RECREATIONAL ENTERTAINMENT
Staff Wanted Mist Island i> currently
seeking cast and crew for Spring and
Summer Season. Work and Train
with flexible hours now for a great
summer position. Airbrush Tattoo
Artists, Shaved Ice Servers. RoboSurf.
Orbitron. Watertag/ LazerTag opataton.
and evenl staff needed
Starting
Pay S7hr plus bonuses. Viait www.
miatvalley.com for application or call
for more information. (540) 607-6670
DATABASE DEVELOPER Experienced
MS Access architect programmer needed
for long-term, free-lance Web project.
Reliable, experienced only please
Send info to onJlfar@roroiW6.rrMi.
PART-TIME ESOL INSTRUCTOR
Seeking an enthmiaitic, creative, and
dependable instruct** of English for
Speaker, of Other language* 12-15
evening hour*/ week. Previous teaching
experience a plu*. Send resume to TARC
Auutant Dirtcior, 250 E Elizabeth Si,

CIVIC ■■'?. III. 4dr. automatic SI5UI
OBO. call to sat 571-215-5194 or (540)
574-2131

BARTENDING! $250/day Potential.
No experience necessary Training
provided (800) 965-6520 Ell 212
PARKING SERVICES ia currently
seeking students interested in working
for the sludenl enforcement program.
Apply on the web al wwwjmu.tdu/
parking, or in parson al our office
located on the ground level of the
parking deck
Call 568-6105. or
e-mail
imyparkutg2W4@bormail.
com
for
additional
information.
DANCERS WANTEDNow hinnifemale
dancers for Paradise City in Mathiaa,
WV. Rl 259 Strong potential of $500 to
$1000 per weekend $1000 bonus after
90 daya. Experience not necessary. Call
Becca for anore info at (540) 984-3136

ut (Au cauftoH to xecUve:

MAKE S75 talking turveyi online
and receive 2 fully pud airline
lick*.!
VVH-H GtlPalJToThink.com

CUSTOMER
REPRESENTATIVE

The

CAR!
Resource

Network is now seeking people
with strong customer service skill.
Responsibilities
include
account
acquisition and
customer
service
Competitive pay and flexible scheduling.
Applicants should have excellent verbal
and written communication skills, the
ability to work independently, and be
self-motivated. Applications available
at 80 E. Market St.. Hamaonburg

Looking for an
incredible job,
great pay, and
invaluable
experience?

loin America's WiToiirOivraior.
Cancun, Acapulco, Umaica,
BahaiTias. Florida.

WANTED I>cpen^blc. creative ttudenti
to provide child care for lira fintilw*
Full time of pen lime. Non -smokinj
a
anal
E-mail
jbuckkyQrhec
com
al
ChildCare
Ccwwctran
MODELS Adult Models Wanted
Females over 18 only for amateur
adult photo shoot* JSttiWur. Email
jmi4pMimiiiihormaiI.com
for
details

SKYDtVEt One day first Tandem
jumps from 13,500' from our 22
jumper
aircraft.
Gift
Certificats'
877-DIVESKY
(877-348-3750)

SPRING
BREAK!
Bahamas Party

Cruise $299
Cancun $469

Sell trips, earn cash & travel free!
1-800-648-4849
NAGS HEAD STUDENT SUMMER
Rentals
teabrttzertolH <t<m
for
pictures.
252-255-6328
SPRING BREAK «l Spring Break
Vacations' Cancun. Jamaica, Acaculco.
Bahamaa. Florida A Coata Rica.
Campus Reps Wanted! Free Meals!
800-234-7007 endletttummeruiun.com
SPRING
BREAK
SPECIALS!
Panama City & Daytona 7 Sights,
6
Free
Parties
SI 59!
Cancun,
Jamaica, Acapulco,
Nassau $499
Including Air! Bahamas Cruise $299!
SpmtgBrrakTravcl.com («O0) 678-638«

LOVING COUPLE seeks lo adopt
newborn Will pay medical and legal
expenses Please call Sharon collect at
703-83,-0232

Read
The
Breeze
online!

Jamaica $469
Lewtat arkas On Spnno arts*. SUaJUnTEED
■»■■«■■■ i totm*, a**,*,**, sasmi a**.
ww*. Sp r I n«Brff«j ltTrajvtl.com

1-800-678-6386
• I NAGS HEAD STUDENT SUMMER
RENTALSMI.iveandsvorkatthebeautituI
beaches of the Outer Banks NC email
ptlicanshorvHa carthhnk net A sec pics
al wwv. pelicanahores.net II doesn't get
any more ftin than this' (252) 480-1200

Work for
The Breeze!

| 11

STS TRAVEL

CHILDCARE AFTFRNOONS. Flexible
toufa.Trattfptxuiroruc^

Suite 117 Hirriaonburg, VA 22803
fax.
540-442-6375

1999 Audi A6 quattro. 4D blue. 76000
mi., asking $14000. (540) 742-1349

FREE HAIRCMr^l

574.0808

\www.thebreeze.org I TUESDAY, JAN. 18, 2005

THE BREEZE

Visit svwwjmu.edwstut'mploy
jobjmnouncements. shtml
for job openings,
descriptions, & applications

• l-SPRING BREAK VACATIONS1
Cancun, Jamaica. Acapulco, Bahamas. &
Florida! Beat Parties. Best Hotels. Best
Prices! Book Now!!!l-800-234-7007

Applications due Feb. 1 to
TheBreeze office in
the beueraent of
Anthony-Seeger Hall

BAHAMAS
SPRING
BREAK
CRUISE 5 Daya S299! Includes
Meals, Parties with Celebrrbee Aa
Seen On Real World. Road Rules.
Bachelor! Award Winning Company'
SprtitgBrtakTravel.com (800)678-6386

www. thrbreezi'. org

www.ettdltis.tymmtrtoyrt.com

Duke Nursin
Make The Connection,

with any highlight or color
Haircut $18
Cut anil Style S2

0 A NURSING
CAREER AT DUKE.

*4
m'•■-. 'A,, A

jAn. ~7i4«. lanuinn

Stylists with advanced traininu in New York,
Northern Virginia and Richmond
Mon.-Wed. 10-6
Thu. Fri. 10-7
Sat. 10-4
Located in Food Lion Shopping Center off Port Republic Rd.

EXCELLENCE IN PRACTICE,
INNOVATION AND EDUCATION.
You nke to knp your options open. That's why you should malts the connection to a Nursing career
with Duke University Hospital, With our vast array ol opportunities, you'll be able lo create your o*n
path to success. Become part of our team today.

STUDENT
CONFERENCE

Only Raw Bar In Harrlsonboi-f
C- Catering Available

ent

Price Appetizer Menu
Daily 4-» pm

Huge Sandwich Menu
Fresh Burgers
Hotdogs
Chicken
PoBoy
Ham&Turkey, and more...

William Walter
Fri. Jan. 28th

Sun Dri

Wing.- lit each MonaVThuri
eat in only
Salads
Vegetarian Dlshtts
Fresh fish and iteak
Tuesday craMegs

ItafMI
Wed Oysters
5.00/ Doz
10W VVaar $1 Harrsssahel
'C^aVsMUlam-aun

4aMeM

SEAFOOD BAR

&

GRILL

Nursing Studants
come s*a your v. ire al Duke University Hospital!! Join us lor an
i'lfomrative, fun-filled event that will give you a closer look at our Innovative programs,
educational opportunities and carter enrichment
. a continental brukfatt and lunch
• Listen as some of our nursing professionals share their ernariences
Mtal rtaderehlp, recruiters, managers and clinical enperts

Pleaaa call to regis:r
/ent, It you cannot attend, send your resume to Duke Univenity
Hospital, DUMC Son 3714, Durham, NC 27710. Phon* 1-IW0-232-6S77 or 919-684039. Fas:
91»-Ml-»3»7. Email: nursing«mc.duke.edu Visit our Web sita at: httpi//dukenursint.org

f)

Duke University Hospital
AMfcV

)tJKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SY~

We Are the FUTURE of Nursing.

~XBT
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'Life Aquatic' gives refreshing wave of comedy
BY MO HAFEZ

contributing writer

'KEY

While crafting and maintaining a
story of adventure, love, revenge and
accomplishment, "The Life Aquatic with
Steve Zissou" delivers a fresh and original taste to the comedic genre. Viewer's
are hard-pressed to find comedies nowadays where scriptwriters don't resort
to slapstick humor in order to keep an
audience laughing. Furthermore, films
that deliver zesty comedy with such an
excellent style and flair are even harder
to find. "Trie Life Aquatic with Steve
Zissou" is like a comedic show that
whisks you along on an adventure in a
world where imagination roams free.
The story is that of sea captain, explorer
and marine biologist Steve Zissou (Bill
Murray, "Lost in Translation") of the Zissou
Foundation. Audiences join Zissou on a
search for his latest, deadliest and most exotic
oceanic creature discovery — his greatest
adventure yet Ore cannot help but notice
the allegones to Herman Melville's "Moby
Dick," as Murray takes on the rale of a

••Ml Go **!/ iota tan
• ••• GnamoaMMifa
«•* Vtttfcrtomnaioiar
■ Gntovto*

• • StatHmmlmm

collected yet equally driven Captain Ahab.
The cast of characters is unique and
charismatic and viewers are captivated by
their anomalous interactions and internal
struggles. Murray's performance in this film
is more proof that his witty and subtle style
of humor still keeps audiences laughing.
The rest of the cast also is entertaining. Owen Wilson's ("Meet the Fockers")
excellent performance as the possible son
of Steve Zissou, Ned Plimpton, is as heartfelt as it is amusing. Cate Blanchett ("The
Aviator"), Anjelica Huston ("Daddy Day
Care"), WUIem Dafoe ("Spider-Man T)
and )eff Goldblum ("Cats & Dogs") also

add to the overall style of the film with
their standout and florid performances, for
which director Wes Anderson is known for.
Those who saw The Royal Tenenbaums"
already are familiar with the wry style of
film that Anderson has brought to the cinema screen, and in "The Life Aquatic with
Steve Zissou," that style is perfected.
The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou"
is a perfect blend of comedy and style. The
film for is worth seeing not only for its wit
and subtle humor, but for its savory, original
presentation of story and style.

AWOll!

"The Life Aquatic with
Steve Zissou"
Starring:
Bill Murray,
Cate Blanchett
Running time:
118 mins
Rated: R

('Am JN HUEL/aqfafcunmsair

Pornography viewing increases, may be red flag in relationships
BY JANE YU

contributing writer
Pornography is a booming industry constantly
growing to accommodate America's sexually
eclectic taste. It commonly presents beautiful
men and women of unrealistic body proportions
involved in sexual scenarios that don't happen in
everyday life.
However, in reality, sex is more than just a
simple act between two participants. Within
a relationship, what each partner does in his
or her own free time can significantly impact
the quality of his or her sexual and emotional
health. Watching pornography seems to have
become a pretty common practice.
Judith Regan — whose company, ReganBooks,
published )enna Jameson's autobiography, "How
to Make Love Like a Pom Star"-— once said in a
CNN interview, "1 believe that there is a "pomoization" of our culture. What that means is that if
you watch every single thing that's going on out

there m popular culture, you will see females scantily dad, implanted, dressed up like hookers, pom
stars and so on And this has become very acceptable." With the alarming extent to which these
images are pervading our culture, how is this form
of entertainment affecting our relationships?
In her memoirs, Jenna Jameson wrote, "The
best sex takes place in the mind first Many people
believe that viewing pornography together as a
couple can lower sexual Inhibitions and open up
numerous sexual possibilities within a relationship/'
Senior Mario PaUrca claims that pornography is
a beautiful art form It can be used to stimulate a
relationship's sex life
Carrol Wright a licensed therapist specializing in
marital counseling in the Harrisonburg area, said, "It
depends on the couple and how open-minded thev
are about what they are viewing. In some cases, both
are willing and interested and in others they aren't"
However, what happens when your partner
views it secretly? When a person discovers their
partner looking at pornography, reactions can

LAMBERT, from page 8

contest tied, 48-18, ready for
Dickinson's game-winning shot.
"We were all sitting on
the bench saying, 'We're not
going through this again,'"
Alexis said. "We're not poing
to lose another one."
The Women's basketball
team continues play Wednesday, when the Dukes travel to
Hempstead, N.Y., for a 7 p.m.
CAA matchup with Hofstra
University.
Drexel 21
JMU
26

nography viewing could be a warning sign of
potential relationship problems. "It could be a
sign of being bored with their sex life, and could
lead to getting sex in other places," he said.
Sophomore Grace Kang believes that the
sexual boredom pornography fanatics experience
is si'lt-inflicted. Pom is so unreal that if a guy
is constantly submerging himself in that world,
he's going to expect tilings that are meant to be
fantasies. His expectations become unrealistic
and he doesn't get what he wants in the bedroom
because his standards are so unrealistic."
There are many views regarding pornography because relationships and human sexuality are infinitely complex matters. Sheri and
Bob Stritof, authors of "The Everything Great
Marriage Book," claim that, "Partners should
not censor one another's thoughts or force one
another to view offensive material," according
to the Stritofs. "Each person in a relationship
should be able to sexually express themselves
in a way which is comfortable for them."

LOSS: Dukes fall to Pats LAMBERT:
Senior weighs in
on career at JMU

WOMEN: Alexis,
Dickinson, Young
all score 11 points
WOMEN, from page 8
JMU's leading scorers. Dickinson and freshman forward
Tamera Young also posted
11 points. Drexel's Catherine
Scanlon led all scorers with 13
points.
"I had no clue I did that."
Alexis said of her rebounding performance against the
Dragons. "I just grabbed them.
That"s my job."
After Alexis' basket, Drexel came back with two lay-ups
that put the Dragons within 1
point with 59 seconds to go.
With 37 seconds to play, Drexel's Nicole Hester was fouled
and went to line to shoot a
one-and-one.
Hester hit both, but the
second was overruled because Scanlon jumped early
and found herself in the paint
before the ball left Hester's
hand.
"I just got a little excited,"
Scanlon said. "I don't really
want to think about it. The
way I position myself is different from other people to be a
little quicker and this time, I
was too quick."
Instead of being up 1, 49-48,
the negated free throw left the

range from indifference to rage. "But I think
normal," sophomore Angeline Perazzoli
said. "It's not that it wouldn't bother me. Part of
me would feel that the reason he is watching it
is because our sex life is lacking. But 1 have to
remember that it's not a personal thing."
Junior Katie Braun feels differently. "1 would
be angry because since he was dating me, there
shouldn't be a need for it It's not real. I don't
think if s actually considered cheating, but 1 don't
like it. It should be the same for both sexes."
Apart from the obvious, one may wonder
why pornography is so appealing to its viewers.
'i noil that porn to a lot of guys fulfills their
need, be it cultural or instinctual, to be with
multiple gorgeous women," sophomore Miles
Komuves said. "However, 1 think if they still
find they watch a lot of pom in a relationship,
they're either addicted to it, or not satisfied with
their current sex life and /or the attractiveness of
their current lover."
Palarca also believes that extensive lone por-

27 — 48
24 — 50

Drexel (2-2 CAA, 8-5) —
Katrina Martin 5. Candice Williams 6, Kira Karlstrom 8, Catherine Scanlon 13, Narissa Suber
33, Stay McCullough, Nicole
Hester 8, Anora Suber. Totals
16 12-21 48. Three-point goals:
Suber 2, Karlstrom, Hester.
JMU (2-3 CAA, 9-5) —
Tamera Young 11, Shirley Mci .ill 9, Meredith Alexis 11,
Andrea Benvenuto, Lesley
Dickinson 11, Shameena Felix,
Krystal Brooks 5, Mary Beth
Culbertson 3, Nina Uqdah.
Totals 19 11-15 50. Three-point
goals: Culbertson.
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Sanlor Derick Schoenly Introduces a G*orge Mason trappier to tha mat.

LOSS, from page 8
Lambert said he knew he needed to step up.
"Down like that, I wanted to get
something going," Lambert said. "I
got the win, didn't wrestle my best,
but I knew I had to get it going."
Though the Dukes would receive
another victory from redshirt junior
heavyweight Chris Cvitan, the Patriots picked up two pins late in the
match to put the Dukes away.
Citivan's match came after
George Mason's Harry Zandler
pinned JMU sophomore Zach Winfrey in the 197-lb. match.
"I would have liked to get the
pin and get the team back in it,"
Cvitan said. "I didn't get the opportunity."
Cvitan said JMU did appear to
be turning the corner.
"Some people could and should
have done better today," he said.

"But I think we had a couple of
good matches. I think we're really
well conditioned, probably better
than most teams."
Hutchens agreed and said he
took a lot of pros out of the match.
"I think we're gradually getting better," Hutchens said. "We
had a few guys who stepped up. I
think we're moving in the right direction. Hopefully, the win earlier
this week and today's match will
encourage us."
But encouragement only goes so
far. Cvitan said the Dukes needed
to cut down on their errors.
"I think we need to finish our
shots and work on the little mis
takes," Cvitan said. "The little mistakes can win you the match if you
avoid them."
JMU next heads to Fairfax for
the CAA Duals at George Mason
Friday.

he looks to make amends for a lost season in
2003-'04.
Last year, Lambert suffered a pinched
nerve in his right shoulder early in the season
due to a bulging disk. The injury rendered his
arm useless for all wrestling purposes.
"1 hurt it in practice," Lambert said. "It started out as a stinger in my neck. My neck was stiff
the next day, but I wrestled through it."
Now back at nearly full strength, Lambert is making the best of his senior year. After three years, it seems that the grappler has
finally found a home in the 174-Ib. weight
class after switching every year at JMU.
"1 was at 157 my freshman year and have
been going up a weight class a year," Lambert
said. "Right now, I am at the right weight class
and, hopefully, I can keep the train rolling."
Out of high school, Lambert had other
offers to programs that were "fully funded'
— or in other words, gave scholarships to
their wrestlers.
"JMU was my No. 1 choice," Lambert said.
"And as soon as I got a call from coach [Jeff]
Bowyer, I said, 'You don't have to sell me. I'm
already sold.'"
Being the only non-scholarship program
in a conference filled with those who offer free
rides could be a curse and burden, but Lambert and the Dukes see it as their advantage.
"My freshman class was the first to not
have scholarships," Lambert said. "But no one
has given up. We're definitely improving. You
run into some people who are fully funded
and just wrestle for the free ride."

0k NAUTILUS *% We want YOU
%fi FITNESS CENTER %fi
Th« NEWfacility Includes:
•Elevated Indoor track
• Aaroblcs - all day: yoga, pilatas,
kick boxing h more
• Huge cardlo thaater
SEMESTER SPECIAL
• Sauna, Jacuzzi ft steam room
• NEW Body ma start equipment
• Personal trainers * Instructors
• Huge Olympic free weight room
• Lots of treadmills, alllptlcals, *
GET A NO HASSLE
stalrmastars

JOIN NOW
$119.00

NO WAIT WORKOUT!
Mon.-Thurs. 5am-2am, Fri. 5am-9:30pm, Sat. Bam-Bpm, Sun. 10am-6pm

(540)433-3434
r
/
*
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381 Luc Drive

v

(Behind HiyhLawn Pavilior
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Now accepting resumes for
Advertising Account Executive

Sales Position
Submit resumes to
Matt Lastner or Bree Mills
(in the basement of Anothony-Scrgcr)
ASAP by Jan. 24th
Go to wwW.jmu.edu/stuemploy
for application and job description
Call 540.J68.6127 or
e-mail the_breexe©jmu.edu
for more Information.

